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Business & Cultural Context

It's clear people 
are interesetd.  





"work from home" trend report



Commodity





This group is resourceful and dedicated, so they are willing to put in the extra
work. However, they would prefer not to spend their time searching for the
“how”. For them, the content needs to be easily accessible and straight to
the point. 

Group AInitial Findings



Group B, the artistic side-hustlers, have stumbled upon the world of faux food and
have discovered that it can be quite lucrative. These people have an artistic skill set,
but may not be familiar with the specific techniques used to create the food. For
them, the content needs to be detailed and include how these techniques can
be used in other ways for their future projects. 

Group BInitial Findings



Group CInitial Findings
The people in Group C are curious and may even try out a “recipe” or two, but are mainly just there
to be entertained. I think people are interested in how it is possible to make something completely
inedible look so appetizing. For them, the content needs to be interesting, aesthetically
pleasing, and easily “scrollable”. “Scrollable” meaning, they can get from one piece of content to
the next without having to navigate too much, so they don’t lose interest. 



Firmness
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Delight



Food Prop Site Recipe Site



Art Tutorial Sites

Process oreiented
Multi-media
Bird's-eye-view videos
Fun & creative









Prisca's Feedback Final



User Journeys

Group A Group B Group C Group C



Additionally: there is a site search bar



Group A: Film, TV, or Theater 

Makayla's Task: 
Make food props for a farmer's
market scene in her upcoming short
film.









Group B: Business Minded

Susan's Task: 
Learn about the process of making
faux food because she thinks it may
be a good side-hustle







Group C: Curious Onlookers & Hobbyists

Michael's Task: 

See what kinds of faux foods might be
used in some of his favorite films.

Michael's Task: 







6 months later: 

Michael has seen so many of our
tik toks that he comes back and
wants to try his hand at making
some faux food.



Group C: Curious Onlookers & Hobbyists 

Maggie's Task: 

Find a tutorial to learn to make faux
cake pops as decorations for her
kitchen.



cake pops





Social Media

Instagram TikTok



YouTube



Moving Forward

Immediate future: I have a backlog of tutorials,
so there will continue to be content added to the
site regularly.
Down the road: "premium" tutorials behind a pay
wall 



Thank you!


